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AUSPACK is Australasia’s all-encompassing food, beverage and pharmaceutical processing and packaging event.
If you’re looking for fast and flexible processing and
packaging solutions that will boost your efficiency with
room to grow, AUSPACK 2019 is the place to find them.
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Get all the latest at
AUSPACK 2019
Janette Woodhouse

AUSPACK, a Packaging and Processing Week initiative, is an all-encompassing

A

t AUSPACK many hundreds of
exhibitors will demonstrate and
explain their products and services
to the thousands of visitors. More
than 1200 brands in the processing, packaging, materials, components and materials
handling sectors will be on display.
A t A U S PA C K y o u w i l l b e a b l e t o
find out about all the latest equipment,
trends, themes and directions not only in
packaging and labelling but in food processing as well.
AUSPACK is owned by the Australian
Packaging and Processing Machinery Association (APPMA), which represents Australia’s
leading packaging and processing machinery
and allied components companies.
The APPMA’s objective is to promote,
integrate and foster participation and development at all levels of the packaging and
processing machinery side of the industry.
Members include manufacturers, distributors
and importers of packaging and processing
machinery who are suppliers to industries
such as food, beverage, dairy, meat, poultry,
seafood, confectionery, bakery and snacks
and fresh produce.
So you can see that AUSPACK has some
pretty heavy backing and really is a ‘must
attend’ event.
Admission to the exhibition is free but
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you will get in faster if you preregister at
https://www.o-tix.com/event/AUSPACK2019.
But why limit yourself to just visiting
the exhibition? Why not attend the twoday conference that is being held alongside
AUSPACK?
Details of the seminars follow in this
magazine — and it looks pretty interesting.
Over the years I have attended more
AUSPACKs than I care to count and I have
some advice:
• Schedule a couple of days if you can
— there really are that many exhibitors.
• Some exhibitors make bookings so you
can be sure of their full attention — if
there is a company you really want to
talk with see if you can schedule a time.
• Wear comfortable shoes.
• Come with an open mind — you may
need a pasteuriser but leave with a new
case packing robot.
• Visit the What’s New in Food Technology
& Manufacturing booth where you can
get your badge scanned to ensure you
stay on our magazine and newsletter
mailing lists.
• Try to attend the conference as well.
Through this magazine you will be able
to see just some of the products that will
be on show at AUSPACK from just some of
the exhibitors.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Where:
Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre

When:
Tuesday, 26 March —
9 am to 5 pm

When:
Wednesday, 27 March —
9 am to 5 pm

When:
Thursday, 28 March —
9 am to 5 pm

When:
Friday, 29 March —
9 am to 5 pm

Registration:
https://www.o-tix.com/
event/AUSPACK2019

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/weerayut

food, beverage and pharmaceutical processing and packaging event.

“Looking this good
is no accident.”
Sure, it looks amazing. And that’s
why Cryovac® Darfresh® on Tray
packaging helps differentiate your
product at retail while extending case
life up to 2 weeks*. It’s a beautiful
way to make chicken fly off the shelf.
SealedAir.com/Darfresh-on-Tray

*versus MAP

Darfresh on Tray
© 2018 Sealed Air Corporation

AUSPACK 2019 Exhibitors
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AmbaFlex Spiral Conveyor
Solutions

I250

Australian Wrapping Company
P/L

D230

Ampack Pty
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Australis Engineering

C130

Automaint Solutions
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A050A053
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EXHIBITOR NAME

STAND
NO

A&D Weighing & Inspection

A150

ABB Australia

G085

ABBE Corrugated

H232

ANHUI SEALONG BIOBASED
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY CO

D024

Absortech

B235

Ausdo Packaging Group

I105

Automation & Robotic
Technologies

D080

AccuPack

C200

AUSPOUCH

G060

Avian Granulator Group

I215

Adept Turnkey Vision Systems

A155

Australia HM Pharmachine Pty

D222

Axelent Automation & Safety

C115

ADM Packaging Automation

B100

Australian Filling & Packaging
Machines Pty

H165

Australian Institute of Packaging
(AIP)

H142

I065

Australian Packaging and
Processing Machinery Association

B140
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Aerofloat

D190

AFA Dispensing

I075

ALDUS TRONICS

B070

ALFT Packaging Company
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EXHIBITOR NAME

STAND
NO

Biotec Solutions

G030

BluePrint Automation

E150

Bosch Rexroth

G170

Braskem

B045

Busch Vacuum Pumps and
Systems

CHAOZHOU CHAOAN JIXIANG
FILM INDUSTRY CO

A052

Chart Inc

E010

CHENGDE TECHNOLOGY CO

C045

Chumpower Machinery Corp

A198

Clevertech S.p.A

E031

A187

Cog-Veyer Systems Inc.

Cama Australia

E031

Concept Automation Group

Case Packaging Systems

H135

CFI Global

E012

CGP Coating Innovation

A060

CHANGLE PENGLIE PACKAGING
PRODUCTS CO

A053

DAANET Pty

B010

DANSENSOR/ PRYDE

D026

Datalogic Australia Pty

A105

DFC Packaging

E190

Dinies Technologies GmbH

B014

I235

Dong Guan Jin Feng Hardware
Products Co

H052

B177

Dongguan Encolors Packing Co

B254

Concetti S.p.A

I155

ConTecH

D180

Dongguan Spring Packing
Plastic Products Co

D047

Costa Enterprises

F216

C048

CPS

B150

DONGGUAN ZHITENG PLASTIC
PRODUCT CO

Crafers Group

I177

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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EXHIBITOR NAME

STAND
NO

DONGUAN HUAYUAN PACKAGING
CO

G233

Dotmar EPP

Manipal Digital Systems

F010

D192

Maruto Sangyo Japan/JL
Packaging

E030

HOTPACK

A212

Matthews Australasia

D140

H144

HP

H200

H136

Ecolean

H185

HRS Process Solutions

G020

Metro Plastic Manufacturer SDN.
BHD Malaysia

EFI Group

I157

I145

H030

G232

Milliken Enterprise Management
(Shanghai) Co

EMERSON

Huizhou Yangrui Packaging and
Packaging Co

Millsom-Schmalz

A220

Emtivac Engineering

B012

Hychem Seamless Flooring

A062

Minipack International Pty

B026

ErgoStrap Australia

B256

ifm

A175

MOFFAT

H014

Eriez Magnetics Pty

H130

Industrial IT

B250

MOLENAAR PACIFIC-VIDEOJET

E130

Ernest Fleming Machinery &
Equipment Pty

B035

insignia

G150

MPI Australia

A035

ESKO Australia

B170

Integrated Machinery

E080

Multapex

D022

Extend

A010

Interroll

I050

Multiple Packaging Sdn Bhd

E228

Fallsdell Machinery

F065

Intralox

D170

MULTIVAC Australia

A110

J.L Lennard Pty

B080

Nan Sing Plastics

H056

JCA/Industrial packaging mfg

I140

Nantong Unipack Int'l Co.

F244

Jet Technologies

D100

Narrowtex Australia

B236

JIAXING MINGYUE PACKING
MATERIALS CO

A053

NINGBO KAIZHOU NEW
MATERIALS CO

D045

Jinda Label

C014

NORD DRIVESYSTEMS

G075

Jinhang Flexible Packaging

B037

Nordson

H150

JMP Engineering Pty

F130

Now Systems Co

I100

H180

Nupac Industries

D065

OCME/ROBOPAC

A240

HONGHAI PLASTIC PRODUCTS
CO

E022

HOSOKAWA ALPINE

G192

E.R.C Packaging

FANGDA PACKAGING CO

F233

Fanuc

F200

FB*PROPAK

E055

FESTO

C190

Fibre King

A140

Filler Specialties

C120

Fletcher International

F252

FOODMACH

E065

FPC Industry Co

C252

Johns Adhesives/Beardow
Adams

FUCHS LUBRICANTS
(AUSTRALASIA)

I165

Keneng Packaging

C220

OF Packaging

F170

Fujian Henglong Plastic
Industrial Co

Key Techonology

E200

A064

B220

Kiel Industries

C024

OFI Weigh & Inspection
Solutions

Fulun Packing Manufacture

E230

KPPL India

A234

Omni Group

C055

Funktion Australia

H100

KRONES PACIFIC

F180

OMS Australasia

B195

GMD Innovation

F012

Kuka

Open IIoT

B237

Grain Tech

I110

Lachenmeier/Bliss & Reels

G080

Oriental Packing

F192

Guangdong Highdream
Intellectualized Machinery Co

LACO INTERNATIONAL PTY

G065

Orora

C080

D200

C254

P&P Hong Kong Holdings
Limited

D254

GUANGDONG WEIYA PRINTING
AND PACKAGING CO

Lagarde Autoclaves
D048

LAPP

G130

Packline Solutions

I082

Guroz Metal

G180

Leuze Electronic Pty

PackMach

G240

Haver & Boecker Australia

E215

G250/
G252

Packsize Pty

H085

G231

Packweigh Equipment

H062

PAKONA ENGINEERS (INDIA) PVT.

A160

Parle Elizabeth Tools Pvt

B038

Perfect Automation

G215

Pharm Pak Pty

F242

PharmEquip Pty

G055

Phillro Industries Pty

E045

HBM Packaging Technologies

H165

LIAONING HENGYUE PRINTING
AND PACKAGING CO

Heat and Control

D150

Lighthouse Systems

G190

Hibar Systems Limited

A210

Linco Food Systems

B185

HIGHFINE ENGINEERING

A125

Louis Adhesive Tapes Co

B242

Highgate Group

C202

HIP LIK PACKAGING PRODUCTS
FTY.

Machine Knives Australia P/LL

B115

I210

Makro Labelling S.r.I.

E031

HMPS

G140

Makum Pty

F215
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EXHIBITOR NAME

STAND
NO

S&S Film

I222

Taisei Lamick Co

D242

Phoseon Technology

A224

SANCO ENGINEERING

A112

TANGSHAN JASON TRADE CO

E028

PKN Packaging News + Food &
Drink Business

B120

Schur Star Systems Pty. Ltd.

H166

The Australian Pouch Company

G060

Scott Automation & Robotics

H120

The Glove Company

B246

Plastic Machinery Works
Australia

G022

Selcuk Iplik Sanayi Ve Ticaret
A.S.

B209

Thermaflo

G200

Thermal Ribbons Australia

H252

Select Equip

A205

Selpak Industries

E115

Thermal Ribbons Australia
Toshiba

H252

SEM PLASTIK SAN. VE TIC.
AS.(Stand Name- SEM PLASTIC)

E204

TIANJIN ZERPO SUPPLY CO

H078

Tinco Pty

A230

Seymag Makine Pazarlama San.
Ve Dis. Tic.Ltd. STI

H155

Titan Packaging

F243

Shako Flexipack Pvt

A236

TNA Solutions Pty

A170

TOMYPAK FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
SDN BHD

B116

POLIPA PLASTIC PACKAGING

I232

Pollen Consulting Group

I102

Premier Tech Chronos

H215

Pressco Technology INC

C240

Prime Creative Media Pty

D240

Prime Engineering Services

G012

Print & Pack Australia

B230

Processing and Packaging The
High-Tech Italian Way

E031

SHANDONG XINGGUO XINLI
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY CO

D046

Tosa Group

E031

Profile Solutions

E250

SHANGHAI RUIMEI PACKING
MATERIAL CO.

F231

Toyota Material Handling

D115

Profilium

H034

Shanghai Tops Group Co

C020

Univer Pty

B020

Propac Industrial

A115

SHANTOU LINGHAI PLASTIC
PACKING FACTORY CO

H077

Universal Robots

E236

SHENZHEN BULL PACKAGING
MATERIAL CO

C242

E020

UP Group-Shanghai UPG
International Trading Co
Ustun Plastik Ambalaj San Ve
Tic A.S. - Plastmore

B207

H075

Vacupack

F250

Value Concepts

I032

Venus Packaging

F020

VISY

G110

VPET Plastic Industrial Co

A196

ProPak

H040

ProPak Tradeshows

I221

PROSEAL AUSTRALIA

C100

PSE

A070

SHENZHEN HUANAN XINHAI
DRIVE MACHINE CO

QINGDAO HUAKANG PLASTIC
PACKAGING CO

E026

SHENZHEN SHUANGYUAN
PACKAGING MATERIAL CO

D010

QINGDAO RIZONE PLASTIC
PRODUCT CO

F234

Shenzhen Zhenghao Plastic &
Mold Co

E024

QPM (Q&L Packaging)

A080

SI Instruments

I055

QuickLabel

H110

SICK PTY

B145

RCS Products

H112

Sidel Group

E238

Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology
Group

I060

Reactive Engineering

A250

Sirane Australia

A226

Wedderburn

E100

Recopak Machinery

E180

SKY Softgel & Pack CO

B055

Regethermic

H146

Smalte Conveying

G106

Wenzhou Totalpacks Machinery
Co

H072

Result Group of Companies

B205

SMC Australia

E140

E217

Reynolds Automation Controls

E170

SMI S.p.A

G100

What's New in Food Technology
& Manufacturing

Rhima Australia

C065

Star Stuff Group (SSG)

H216

Wine Industry Services

F240

RK Rose + Krieger

B125

WRH Global Australia

H190

RMR Process Pty

H106

Stevco Seals and Pumps Victoria
Pty Ltd

B197

Xiamen Dazhengli Industry Co

H076

Robatech Gluing Technology

C172

Summit Machinery

F060

XIAMEN LESI INDUSTRY &
TRADE CO

C010

Robotic Automation

A130

Sunlea Label Printing Co

G135

F190

Xiamen Sengong Packing
Equipment Co

H073

Robotics & Automation

C046

Rockwell Automation

D130

SUNSHINE PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES
LIMITED

XIAMEN UPC IMP & EXP CO

H070

Romheld Automation

B175

SUPERIOR PUMP TECHNOLOGIES

E234

ZHANGJIAGANG FRESH LIFE
ALUMINIUM FOIL CO

E029

Ronchi Mario S.p.A

E031

Suzhou Hengchang Plastic Co

A050

RUIAN JIABO IMP & EXP
TRADING CO

F232

ZHONGSHAN HISOON
PACKAGING MACHINERY CO

D012

A051

SUZHOU LUCKY TIME PACK
MATERIAL CO

ZIP-PAK Australia

F057

S&J Industrial Pty

C222

Syncmen Enterprise Corp

A195
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A perfect view – even
with condensation!
The future is 80 GHz: a new generation
of radar level sensors

For the latest generation of radars, condensate on the sensor is
not an issue. Totally unaffected by condensation or buildup on the
antenna, VEGAPULS 64 accurately detects the liquid level. With
the smallest antenna of its kind and exceptional focusing, it delivers
outstanding performance every time. Simply world-class!
www.vega.com/radar

Wireless adjustment via Bluetooth with
smartphone, tablet or PC. Compatible retrofit
to all plics® sensors manufactured since 2002.

AUSPACK 2019 Business
and Industry Conference
Melbourne Conference and Exhibition Centre Registration: www.o-tix.com/event/AUSPACK2019
Make the most of your time at AUSPACK 2019 — combine visiting the exhibition with attending the AUSPACK 2019
Business and Industry Conference.

Tuesday 26 March 2019
8:30-9:00am

Tea, coffee and networking

9:00

Welcome and introduction to the conference
Mark Dingley, Chairman, APPMA

9:10-9:45

Opening Keynote: Industry outlook — Key insights driving the future of packaging for the FMCG industry
In this keynote, thought leader Dr Michael Okoroafor will share his insights on leveraging transformational packaging innovation and re-aligned supply chain to drive
growth for the FMCG industry.
The presentation will address digital transformation and the power of e-commerce, and how it shapes the future of retail and on-demand marketplace. Plus, hear
how sustainability imperatives will drive the circular economy and shape the future of innovation for FMCG companies.
Dr Michael Okoroafor, Vice President, Global Sustainability & Packaging Innovation, McCormick (USA)

9:45-10:30

Panel: What’s good for the planet is good for business — exploring the opportunities arising from the 2025 National Packaging Waste Target
Topics covered:
- The role of packaging in minimising food waste.
- Implications for industry and consumers of The 2025 National Packaging Waste Target.
- The innovations arising from the move away from single-use packaging and the reduction of food waste.
- The potential of the Circular Food Economy.
Facilitator: Craig Reucassel, Writer and Presenter of ABC’s War on Waste and The Chaser
Panellists: Steve Lapidge, CEO, Fight Food Waste Cooperative Research Centre. Brooke Donnelly, CEO, Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation (APCO). Paul
Klymenko, CEO, Planet Ark

10:30-11:00

11:00-11:45

11:4512:30pm

Morning tea

STREAM ONE: PACKAGING AND PROCESSING

STREAM TWO: BUSINESS GROWTH

Keynote: Finding sustainable solutions — the
value of industry collaboration

Panel: How is e-commerce shaking up the supply chain?

How can industry work together to create not
only sustainable solutions but also a sustainable
industry?

Changing purchasing habits as a result of the growth in online shopping has given rise to packaging and
supply chain challenges. This panel discussion and Q&A session will bring together some of Australia’s leaders
in the e-commerce field to discuss:
- E-commerce friendly packaging
- Safe product delivery
- Cost-effective shipping
- Sustainability and innovation
- Unique supply chain logistics
- Positive customer experience
- New technologies

Case study: Sustainable solutions in practice

Case study: E-commerce innovation

Following on from the discussion on how to achieve
sustainability in packaging and processing, what
does this look like in practice? Hear from the
innovators and change makers.

This session will showcase an innovative packaging and processing solution driven by the growth in
e-commerce.

12:30-13:30

Lunch

13:30-14:00

Keynote: Changing the message. Not what
can A&IP do, but what it can do for YOU!

Amanda Green, Director for E-commerce, L’Oreal Australia

Keynote: The Future Consumer — it’s not just about Millennials
Shelley McMillan, Associate Director, Consulting ANZ, Mintel

Andrew Manly, Communications Director, Active and
Intelligent Packaging Industry Association

Smart Packaging Technology
Case Study: Keeping up with the Customers — Customer Driven Innovation

14:00-14:30

Angeline Achariya, CEO, Monash Food Innovation Centre
14:30-15:00

Case Study: Smart Packaging Innovation
This session will showcase an innovative smart
packaging and processing solution driven by new
packaging and processing technologies.

15:00-15:30

Afternoon Tea — Networking

15:30-16:00

Keynote: Meeting the Energy Challenge

Panel: The rise of the Mindful Consumer — Consumer demands driving change in packaging and
processing
How do I reduce waste? Where does it come from? Is it safe? How was it made? Is it kind to the environment?
These are the questions an increasing number of consumers are asking during the purchasing process. This
panel discussion and Q&A session led by Lindy Hughson from PKN magazine will address the impact of the
mindful consumer and what this means for the packaging and processing industry.

The high cost and uncertainty around reliable energy sources has become a significant issue for the manufacturing sector in Australia. The absence of political
leadership on the issue has meant that increasingly industry is creating their own solutions. This session and following panel discuss will discuss how the energy
challenge is currently being met, who is leading the way with innovation and the importance of a collaborative mindset.
16:00-16:45

Keynote: Meeting the Energy Challenge — Security, reliability, accessibility
How can industry secure their own sustainable and reliable energy future? Corporate Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs), which establish fixed energy pricing from
renewable resources, may be the answer. An expert panel representing the innovators, brokers, government, industry and energy providers will discuss the drivers
behind commercial PPAs, how to navigate the legal process, the potential benefits and risks.
Facilitator: Sam Staples, Market Development Manager, Australian Energy Storage Alliance
Panellists : Aylin Cunsolo, Special Counsel, Baker McKenzie. Jackie McKeon, Project Director, Business Renewables Council of Australia
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AUSPACK 2019 Business
and Industry Conference
Melbourne Conference and Exhibition Centre Registration: www.o-tix.com/event/AUSPACK2019

Wednesday 27 March 2019
9:00

Welcome and introduction to the conference
Mark Dingley, Chairman, APPMA

9:10-9:55

Keynote: Economic ‘State of the Nation’ — Forward thinking and the impact on the manufacturing sector
Why it is a good time to be in manufacturing. How the current state of the economy, the upcoming election, the global slowdown, interest rates and the level
of the Aussie dollar will impact you and your business.
Stephen Koukoulas, Economist

9:55-10:25

Keynote: Factory of the Future — it’s already here
Don’t know your IoT from your IIoT and your Industry 4.0? Demystifying the ‘smart factory’.
John Broadbent, Realise Potential

10:25-11:00

11:00-11:45

Morning tea

STREAM ONE: PACKAGING AND PROCESSING

STREAM TWO: BUSINESS GROWTH

Panel: 4.0 in Practice — Taking the leap of faith
Panel facilitator: John Broadbent, Realise Potential

Keynote: Blockchain — What is blockchain technology and how
might it transform supply chains?

Panellists:

Dr Darcy Allen, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub

Paul Barber, Director, Lighthouse Systems
Michael Parrington, GM Licensing & Technology, Pact Group
Richard Roberts, Open IIoT Group
Alan Spreckley, Global Industry Segment Manager (Food & Beverage) – Robotics,
ABB
11:4512:30pm

12:30-13:30

Keynote: Collaborative Robots — Embracing Industry 4.0, Leading the
way to Industry 5.0

Case study: How blockchain and IoT provide full traceability of the
supply chain

Peter Hern, Country Manager, Universal Robots

John Baird, Ultimo Digital Technologies

Lunch

Keynote: The current export landscape

13:30-14:00

Bryan Clark, Director, Trade & International Affairs Australian Chamber of
Commerce
This session will consider the evolving global trade landscape with a focus
on free trade agreements and the situation with Brexit, antidumping and
other trade restrictive measures being applied by governments around the
world and how industry should respond.
14:00-14:30

Keynote: Design Trends in Packaging — The structural perspective

Case Study: Innovation in distribution

Michael Grima, Founder, qDesign Enterprises
14:30-15:20

Closing Keynote: Strength through Diversity
Dr Katie Spearritt, Diversity Partners
Diversity and inclusion are increasingly recognised as mainstream business issues, prioritised by Boards and CEOs in leading companies in Australia. That’s
because research shows innovation, better decision-making, and higher productivity comes from well-managed teams with a diversity of backgrounds (such
as gender and culture) and different thinking approaches. But if the benefits of diversity are so obvious, why don’t we see more in Australian companies, and
the packaging industry in particular? A key barrier is unconscious bias — the automatic stereotypes and assumptions we make about people that influence
our behaviour. We all have these biases so ingrained we hardly notice them. Dr Katie Spearritt will explore the importance of diversity and an inclusive work
environment for organisations — small, medium or large — in the packaging industry. She’ll share actions we can take to break stereotyped associations that
inhibit diversity and innovation.

15:30

Conference concludes

This information was correct at the time of printing.
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BACKSAVER
Tel no: +61 (02) 9969 0370
Mike Jackson: jacko@globalms.com.au

See the VIDEO @

www.backsaver.com.au

Stand H106
Differential pressure transmitter
VEGA’s VEGADIF 85 differential pressure transmitter has been developed
with safety in mind. It not only offers continuous control and monitoring of
industrial processes, it also has the option of measuring differential and static
pressure simultaneously with just one instrument.
Housed in a compact single-chamber case, the transmitter is designed for
economic efficiency and installation with low space requirements.
The product 85 is qualified and approved according to SIL-2 (SIL-3) for
manufacturing processes that depend on certified components, simple, userfriendly operation and permanently transparent processes. It can be parameterised conveniently via cable connection as well as wirelessly via Bluetooth. Its
measured values can be integrated into the existing processes in no time at
all — always in a form suitable to the respective conditions and requirements.
VEGADIF 85 sensors are equipped with a second, piezoresistive detector so they can measure
parallel. The electronics used in the product are

Food process and highcare facility design

intrinsically safe and flameproof according to ATEX,

RMR Process specialises in food process

IECEx and CSA. This means that the instruments

design and high-care facility design, providing

can be safely adjusted at any time, even during

end-to-end design and project management

operation in hazardous areas.

services to Australian SME food manufacturers.

both differential pressure and static pressure in

VEGA Australia Pty Ltd

Many customers ask for advice on how to

www.vega.com/au

scale up incrementally and move to greater
food safety standards, including high-care
requirements.
The company’s standard high-care and
entrance control designs, for new or existing
sites, are simple designs and low-cost solutions.
Increasing process throughputs may require
installing or expanding process equipment

Dry fog humidifier kit

and automation (process control). RMR guides

The AKIMist ‘E’ Dry Fog Humidifier Kit uses technology to produce an ul-

users through their automation journey, start-

trafine ‘non-wetting’ dry fog with a mean droplet size of 7.5 microns, which

ing with basic factory smarts that enable safe

is much smaller than misting solutions. The ultrafine droplets allow increased

and controlled process scaling without repli-

humidity without creating dampness in mushroom-growing facilities.

cating existing bottlenecks. At the same time,

The spray droplets remain intact without bursting when they come into

users can get real-time data that can help

contact with objects such as the mushrooms, walls or people, to ensure

them to significantly improve productivity.

all surfaces remain dry.

Automation is one of the best scaling tools

The highly modular kits allow the addition of more units to increase the area

The company is also actively involved in

spray to be focused in different directions while being water efficient with a

food waste projects, energy-saving initiatives

spray capacity of 2.4 to 9.6 L/h.

and sustainability projects specifically within

The humidifier kit is energy efficient. Using a pneumatic spray nozzle, its running costs are one fifth of
the costs of a typical steam humidification system.
One kit can cover up to 800 m2 with humidity levels
monitored and regulated by a control unit. The DIY kit
includes the humidifier, control unit, water unit and
piping unit. Installation by a plumber or professional
is not required.
Tecpro Australia
www.tecpro.com.au
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the food industry.
RMR Process Pty Ltd
www.rmrprocess.com

Stand G110

Stand C100

Tray sealing
solutions
There are a wide variety
of sealing requirements
for today’s food packs.
In addition to traditional
atmospheric sealing,
gas flush, hermetic shrink, vacuum, skin pack, skin plus and skin deep formats and
many different shapes and designs of trays must be accommodated.
Proseal’s new product development program focuses on delivering tray sealing
solutions that provide the necessary speed, reliability and quality for today’s food
packs while also having the capability to be adapted for future requirements.

Inkjet printer for
high-speed coding

Identifying the most appropriate pack format for different products can be a chal-

The Hitachi UX-H140W inkjet printer

lenge in itself. Proseal therefore also provides its own testing facilities with services

has been designed for high-speed

such as shelf-life trials and seal integrity testing that help food manufacturers iden-

coding applications, with a maximum

tify their ideal tray packaging solutions.

printing speed up to 30% higher

Proseal’s GT range of tray sealers can handle all types of pack on the same ma-

than the previous model. The printer

chine and different formats can be sealed using the same tooling. This gives users

is suitable for marking beverage

the ability easily to switch between packs during normal production with minimal

containers on high-speed bottling

downtime, and to run trial packs.

lines with a quoted maximum speed

The GT platform is designed to be completely adaptable in order to incorporate
the latest developments. For every feature introduced into new models, the company
also ensures that it can be retrofitted to existing machines.

of 650 mpm.
Applications in the beverage industry where the benefits of higher
speed and higher quality printing

Proseal Australia

can be realised include PET carbon-

www.prosealaustralia.com

ated soft drink, glass beer and wine
bottles, and aluminium beverage
cans.
The product supports the Hitachi
general-purpose black marking inks.

Stand F057

A high-adhesion white pigment ink
is also available.

Wide-mouth resealable
pouch

The inkjet printer can be programmed to print one or two lines

A 360° perimeter zipper around the package creates a

of text, including calendar and count

wide-mouth opening on the Zip360 resealable pouch.

features. With 48 µm nozzle size, a

This wide mouth provides easy access to contents.

text height of 3.5 mm is achieved.

The Zip360 resealable pouch allows for neat in-store
shelf presence and convenient home storage.

The device joins the comprehensive range of advanced UX inkjet

Zip360 is suitable for packing a broad range of

printers by Hitachi, each featuring

products, including: cereal, frozen food, biscuits and

WYSIWYG message design, a 10.4″

crackers, snacks, pet food and treats, vegetables,

TFT colour LCD touch panel and an

French fries, lollies and more.

environment protection rating of IP65.

The benefits of the packaging format include: easy

For general marking applications,

access to contents through the wide opening; a

Hitachi also offers the UX-E model.

stand-up format for neat stocking in store and con-

‘E’ designates this model as the

venient storage at home; pour-spout functionality for

most efficient, with just 2.5 mL of

easy product dispensing; and space for dynamic

solvent use per hour subject to

graphics on all sides for maximum shelf impact.

conditions of ink type and ambient

ITW Zip-Pak Pty Ltd

temperature.

www.zippak.com

Visy Technology Systems
www.visytech.com
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Stand G130
Cable and connector systems
Cable and connector systems supplier LAPP has opened a subsidiary in Australia with local stocking, an emphasis on
service and technical support team.
LAPP Australia’s current range of more than 1500 stocked items is expected to exceed 2000 within a year. The company’s
Australian headquarters also house customising machinery that enables it to supply a variety of different cable types up to
37 mm supplied ready cut and finished to precise lengths. Added to this Australian users have access to 40,000 LAPP
products from Germany with lead times of 1–2 weeks from receipt of order.
Products include: OLFLEX connecting and control cables, which are compatible with the most advanced machinery;
SKINTOP cable glands, which ensure a secure connection in a matter of seconds and are simple, easy to install, securely
fixed, centred and hermetically sealed; and ETHERLINE Industrial Ethernet cables, which provide
solutions for the most demanding applications for active network applications.
For data transfer, UNITRONIC data cables are fast, safe and forward-thinking solutions while EPIC
Connectors are designed to provide a reliable connector for industrial applications, offering safe and
removable connection in machine building, control cabinets and in outdoor applications.
SILVYN robust cable protection and supply systems can be used to protect cables against dust,
moisture and technical, thermal or chemical exposure.
For inter-office communication and industry applications, HITRONIC superfast and secure fibreoptic cables are available.
FLEXIMARK cable marking systems ensure permanent labelling in materials from plastic to durable stainless steel, offering manual or electronic identification.
LAPP Australia Pty Ltd
www.lappaustralia.com.au
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so CompaCt.
so reliable.
so flexible.
‘ari Vario’
Control ValVe

Stand B185

ElEcTRIc or PnEUMATIc AcTUATORS

Slicer
The compact Thurne PolySlicer 1000 provides small to medium
producers and packers with flexibility and efficiency.
With a large aperture for up to 3 log slicing capacity, quick,
assisted loading and simple-to-adjust slicing head, the slicer

NEW iN
AustrAliA

handles a wide variety of different products with fast changeover
times. It combines a host of advanced features and options to
deliver high output, product variety and versatility.
The PolySlicer 1000 is available with a choice of orbital or involute blade for high output. An involute blade delivers stacks at
speeds of up to 1500 rev/min — a high-speed, high-volume
production of typically standard, formed products such as luncheon meat, processed ham and bacon. An orbital blade offers
finer cuts on a wide range of products like pates, salamis, natural hams and soft cheese.
The slicer produces a wide range of pack formats, including
shingled, stacked, staggered, shaved, portioned, folded or interleaved presentations, as well as variety packs.

Pneumatic Actuator

The slicer can operate as a standalone machine or as part of
an integrated fixed or catch weight system.
For maximum versatility a wide range of upgrade packages

ARI VARIO with
PREMIO Plus 2G
Electric Actuator

including stackers, variety conveyors and interleavers is available
to ensure optimum performance and provide a good return on
investment. Many options are available for retrofit after sale.
Stacks or shingles of cheese, cooked and cured meats can all
be sliced and interleaved on the PolySlicer 1000, demonstrating
its versatility and widening its appeal to meat and cheese proces-

• Multiple Plug Designs
including Soft Seating

sors of all sizes.
The interleaver can interleave each slice within a group or

• Screw-In Seat Rings
for optimal Kvs Values

underleave a complete group in single-, twin- or triple-lane operation. The interleaver will operate with both the orbital and the

• ARI Electric Actuators
Fully Optioned
One Touch Set-Up

involute slicing blade options.
The independent cutting of paper and of product provides
control of paper positioning and therefore product presentation,
which, combined with the involute high-speed blade that requires
infrequent sharpening, makes for high productivity with low maintenance.
Thurne’s interleaver is also designed to be easily accessible
for fast reel changes and easy cleaning and, in common with all

We handle Pressure ®

its options, can be retrofitted to existing PolySlicer 1000 machines,
thereby maximising and safeguarding the processor’s investment.
As with all Thurne slicers, the Polyslicer 1000 has been designed
for easy hygiene and built with robust stainless steel construction
Linco Food Systems
www.linco.com.au

Tel: (03) 9699 7355
www.pressureandsafetysystems.com.au

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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for low maintenance and a high level of reliability.
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Stand E100

Stand C202

Fully automated sleeving
solution
The Stick ‘n’ Sleeve solution is suitable for vacuumpacked and MAP trays and is an efficient and
cost-effective alternative to hand applying cardboard
sleeves. The solution comprises a consumable label,
available in countless formats, and the automatic
applicator.
The Stick ‘n’ Sleeve reduces labour costs and
speeds up production, as the equipment weighs

Knife steriliser

the product, consistently applies a label and prints
product data in one efficient pass. The automatic

The Econoliser Twin Knife Steriliser has been developed to meet the

application also ensures packaging and

food processing industry’s pressures to reduce water and energy costs

branding is consistent.

whilst maintaining high standards of hygiene throughout processing

The 360° label gives

plants. The knife steriliser is claimed to reduce water usage by 96%,

food and ready-made

reduce energy costs and exceed hygiene regulation standards.

meals a premium

Sterilising knives in a food processing plant can use a lot of hot wa-

packaging appear-

ter — up to millions of litres each year in a boning room alone. The

ance, with the con-

Econoliser Knife Steriliser has been designed to efficiently sterilise knives

venience of an

and reduce water consumption. Each sterilising cycle takes approxi-

adhesive label.

mately 4 s and is designed to clean to a higher level than traditional

There’s plenty of

methods of sterilisers, using just 120 mL of hot water on each cycle.

real estate to com-

Less water consumption results in lower water and energy costs and

municate essential

reduced treatment of wastewater.

product information

Available in two models, the electric version has an in-built water

and comply with food labelling requirements. The

heater which ensures that only the required amount of water is ready for

adhesive label also ensures product integrity and

the next sterilisation cycle. The basic unit is suited to processing plants

eliminates sleeve swapping in store.

with 82°C (or higher) water ring main throughout the plant.

A variety of adhesives are available from tamper

Providing hot water on demand reduces the amount of water

resistant to fully removable for microwavable and

needed when the line is not running, which in turn reduces energy

oven-ready trays.

costs and the overall load on the boiling units. For refrigerated areas,

Features include IP65-rated components, so it is

the lower ambient heat produced also reduces overall running costs.

suitable for tough environments. The open-frame

In addition, the machine gives off virtually no steam, eliminating con-

design minimises food traps and simplifies clean-

densation on product.

ing and average weight compliance, to ensure a

Highgate Group

reduction in giveaways for fixed weight products.

www.highgategroup.net.au

Wedderburn Pty Ltd
www.wedderburn.com.au

Protect your product, brand & customers
from foreign metal contamination
with certified

RE80 MAGNETIC
SEPARATION SYSTEMS
™

Now with NEW DURA-SLIK
Abrasion-Reduction Technology
TM

RISK REDUCTION

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

PRODUCT PURITY

BRAND NAME PROTECTION

CONTACT US TODAY!
+61 2 4272 5527
magnets@magnattackglobal.com

PRODUCT SECURITY
WHEN RELIABILITY MATTERS
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Stand E236
Auspouch Packaging and Processing Solutions represents a

Collaborative
robots

number of Italian packaging equipment manufacturers including

Universal Robots’ range of

Martini, GPI and Gualapack.

collaborative robots (cobots)

Italian packaging solutions

Martini’s multiformat vertical form fill, the UNICA 700, can fill

are Industry 4.0-enabled and

five different pack styles on the one machine. GPI specialises in

can work alongside human

end-of-line automation with solutions for case packing and pal-

staff without barriers and

letising, side loading and top loading case packers, wraparound

safety screens. They are

machines and AGV units.

also capable of working in

Gualapack has released a high-speed spouted pouch filler for
its Cheerpack brand. The

dangerous areas without
safety equipment.

Gualapack filler has eight filling

The UR3 and UR3e flex-

heads, can operate at 260 pouch-

ible, lightweight tabletop

es/min and fill four different

cobots weigh 11 kg with a 3 kg payload. They feature 360°

flavours simultaneously. The

rotation on all wrist joints and infinite rotation on the end joint.

filler is particularly suited to the

The 20 kg UR5 and UR5e have payloads of 5 kg and a

spouted pouch category in the
yoghurt dairy segment.

working radius of 850 mm.
The largest UR10 and UR10e cobots have a payload of 10

AUSPOUCH/Metalprint
Australia

kg and a reach of 1300 mm.

www.metalprint.com.au

www.universal-robots.com

Universal Robots

VISIT US AT AUSPACK
STAND #D190

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Stand D100
Vacuum conveyors
Piab’s range of vacuum conveyors includes versions
that are fully dust controlled and FDA and ATEX
approved. The conveyors enable transfer of product
from bulk bags or feed stations to hoppers, blenders
or directly into processing machines.
The conveyors can handle powders, grain, tablets,
noodles while containing any dust and without causing damage to the product.
The conveyor body is either 316 or 304 stainless depending on the application. The
vacuum can either be created by Piab COAX vacuum cartridges or a vacuum pump
depending on the flow required and hazard rating.
When the vacuum is turned on the product is conveyed from the feed station through
pipework to a container in the conveyor module; a filter protects the pump and the surrounding area from dust and small particles.
After an adjustable time delay, the conveying is stopped and a flap valve is opened
to discharge the product. At the same time an air shock is activated and the compressed
air cleans the filter of dust and small particles.
The flap valve then closes and the conveying starts again.
Piab vacuum conveyors have few moving parts, meaning that the service and maintenance
are kept to a minimum without needing to compromise on the reliability of the system.
Being an enclosed system there is no possibility of contamination of product.
TecnAir

The Ilpra Fill Seal R12/4 Tronic rotary filler
and sealer features up to 12 stations that
precisely fill denestable cups, making it
suitable for applications including dairy,
dips, desserts, soups, condiment sauces
and yoghurt products.
The R12 can process up to 9000 cups/h
with an accuracy of ±1%, and its modular
design means it can be customised to suit
each manufacturer’s individual needs.
Jet Technologies

(03) 9793 0377
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High-productivity filling
and dosing

www.jet-technologies.com.au
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Stand B205
Resealable pack options
Result Group provides an easy method to deliver sustainable packaging via the Sealstrip FreshPak and
Peel&Seal retrofit applicators and pressure-sensitive tapes. The applicators run at the user’s line speed on vertical baggers or horizontal flow
wrappers, maintain package barrier properties and require no additional packaging film.
FreshPak is an easy-open, tamper-evident resealable packaging system. It runs as part of a zipper bag when the package is formed; however,
there are no tracks to line up. The package is easily opened full width by simply pulling the convenient grip area of the FreshPak tape. Once the
product is removed from the bag, the consumer can simply press the FreshPak tape to reseal the package, keeping the product fresh for longer.
Peel&Seal is a simple resealable tape that acts as an easy foldover sealing method. After opening the package, the consumer reseals it
by peeling the Peel&Seal tape away from the top of the bag, rolling the bag closed and sealing it down with the tape. As the product is
used, the package rolls down further, resulting in a bag with less air, resealing with fresh tape and keeping the product fresh for longer in
a more compact bag for storage.
Both systems are suitable for sealing shelf-stable foods, refrigerated and frozen foods, and fresh produce such as salad bags.
Result Group
www.resultgroup.com.au

AUSPACK 2019
Melbourne, 26 – 29 March
Stand F180

Stand F060

Vegetable
slicers and
shedders
The FAM Dorphy tridimensional
slicer and FAM Centris 315
centrifugal slicer and shredder
are particularly suited to catering companies and providers
of specialty products in need
of speed and flexibility.
The Centris 315 is designed
for the slicing and shredding
of fresh vegetables, while the

MetaPure
#GermanBlingBling
#KronesMetaPure

Dorphy is equipped for slicing,
dicing and stripping of vegetables and fruit. Each can be
used standalone or as part of
a line.
Summit Machinery Services
www.summitms.com.au

We do more.

Stand I102

Analyser for milk and dairy
products
CDR has developed a method for the determination of lactose
content in lactose-free dairy products in 10 min with the analysis

Engineering and business
consultancy

system CDR FoodLab for milk and dairy products. The analyser

Pollen Consulting can assist with value chain transformations, bottom-line performance and fostering collaboration
in the FMCG sector, working with companies to find
the best possible solutions to their greatest challenges.
Having partnered with family-run businesses up to
ASX-listed companies, Pollen will work shoulder to
shoulder with businesses to improve bottom-line profitability.
Pollen’s advice and support comes with a deep and
intrinsic understanding of their partners’ business and

is based on photometric technology, equipped with LED emitters,
reading cells and 37°C thermostatted incubation cells.
All reagents are supplied ready to use in pre-filled cuvettes,
so operators do not have to handle potentially hazardous materials associated with traditional methods. Furthermore, the
method avoids the requirement of a dedicated laboratory, and
staff do not have to be highly trained in order to operate the test.
CDR FoodLab is available in Australia from AMSL Scientific.
Australasian Medical & Scientific Ltd
www.amsl.com.au

the company recognises that its services must be flexible to partners’ needs.
Solutions are tailored for each project covering areas
including: manufacturing excellence — Pollen shapes its
capabilities to meet the individual needs of each project
and is willing to share the risk on delivery; supply chain
efficiency from field to fork; and asset advisory.

Stand G250/G252

users to become ‘Digital Architects’ and build pro-

Safety
consulting
services

cesses and capability within people to ensure ongoing

Leuze offers solutions to help

sustainability and success.

users meet legal requirements,

Pollen also has a team that can rapidly build a
model of a company’s supply chain or factory, train

This ‘digital twin’ is a virtual representation of a pro-

provide workplace safety, re-

cess, factory, system or supply chain network which

duce unplanned downtime and

allows the user to build a virtual model considering

enhance productivity.

real-world variability and complexity. A correctly gener-

Every designer, manufacturer,

ated digital twin can be used to dynamically calibrate

supplier, importer and installer of machinery must take reasonably prac-

the operational environment in order to positively impact

tical steps to ensure that the machine is without risk to the health and

every phase of the product life cycle — through design,

safety of all personnel. The safe design of the machine, to appropriate

building and operation.

functional safety standards, plays a critical role in achieving this.

Digital twins allow companies to peer into the future

Leuze’s consulting services for safety-critical controls help users com-

without consequence and use decision analytics from

ply with the current functional safety standards and can assist in all

the now to drive decisions.

stages of the safety machine life cycle, with services including machine

By blending engineering expertise with business acu-

safety design review; team-based risk assessment; safety requirement

men Pollen can deliver industry-specific Lean training

specification documentation; safety circuit review and verification; safety

that puts learning into action on the shop-floor and

circuit analysis; safety system validation; stop-time measurement; and

guarantees ROI; and technology accelerators including

customised safety training.

the latest tech and insights.

Leuze electronic Pty Ltd

Pollen Consulting Group

www.leuze.com.au

www.pollenconsultinggroup.com/
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Visy Technology Systems
1800 634 569 | visytech.com
Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems Co., Ltd., Japan

SPONSORED CONTENT

Consumers continually seek the new and

Information is power, so it is essential

different, and prioritise taste and nutritional

that your food and beverage manufacturing

value. That means you must get new, high-

software provides easy access to accurate

quality products through your facility quickly,

real-time data. This manufacturing intelligence

and keep prices low and food safer. Through

can help you take the right steps at the right

the Connected Enterprise, we help food and

time to improve yield and reduce waste.

beverage manufacturers develop a more
agile response to changing consumer tastes.
The Connected Enterprise leverages smart
manufacturing to revolutionise the way food and
beverage manufacturers operate, by providing
accessibility to relevant, real-time information.
Information-enabled manufacturing allows you
to combat your biggest challenges:
• Improve yield
• Drive productivity

To meet the challenges that face food
manufacturers, you should understand the
entire food manufacturing spectrum. Then
you can identify areas where efﬁciencies can
be realised. The agile food producer can stay
competitive when they make operational
and safety improvements. They can also
increase asset utilisation and throughput and
maximise yield.

• Mitigate security risks

Automate your packaging

• Optimise resource management

Our solutions help you meet the complex and

• Enhance asset utilisation

changing world of modern food and beverage

Set your food and beverage operations up

packaging. With the proliferation of SKUs

for the future by taking the steps to become a

and labels, there is a need for sustainable

more connected enterprise today. Speak to our

materials, retail-ready packaging and better

subject matter experts about it at AUSPACK.

pallet usage. Flexible packaging is more

Food safety solutions

important than ever.

Driven by more diverse consumer demands
and greater competition, you are producing
more stock keeping units (SKUs) than ever.

We address these needs with RAPID
Line Integration, a conﬁgurable line control
solution that offers:

As a result, you are introducing greater

• Built-in line performance management

complexity into your production and supply

• Flexible approach to integrating discrete

chains. This complexity requires you to
manage food safety and quality across a
broader product spectrum. A comprehensive
approach to help protect product safety and
quality can strengthen your reputation.

Operational excellence

manufacturing lines
• Setup, control and analysis of an entire line

©stock.adobe.com/au/linda_vostrovska

Smart manufacturing
for your food and
beverage operations

dioxide, steam, fuel, compressed air and
electricity. You can take greater control over
these expenses.

Optimise operations to improve
performance
We help food and beverage manufacturers
ensure their operations are smart, safe and
sustainable. Our integrated automation and
information solutions help our customers
achieve greater efﬁciencies, maintain product
quality and consistency, lower lifecycle costs
and enable more ﬂexible manufacturing.
Discover how you can improve yield,
productivity and efﬁciency in your operations,
by visiting our AUSPACK stand D130.
About Rockwell Automation
Rockwell Automation Australia and Rockwell
Automation New Zealand are subsidiaries
of Rockwell Automation, Inc. — a leading
global provider of industrial automation and
information solutions that help manufacturers
achieve a competitive advantage in their
businesses. The company brings together
leading global brands in industrial automation
which include Allen-Bradley® controls and
services and Rockwell Software® factory
management software. Its broad product
mix includes control logic systems, sensors,
human-machine interfaces, drive controllers,
power devices and software.

from one location

Energy management in food
production
Optimising your industrial operations to improve

In the food and beverage industry, you face

energy efﬁciency can be a challenge. Energy

continued pressure to increase productivity

costs continue to climb. Efﬁcient management

while reducing costs.

means reduction in the usage of water, carbon
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Rockwell Automation Australia
www.rockwellautomation.com/en_AU
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Stand H165

Stand D150
Inspection systems

Filling system

The Ishida range of X-ray inspection

AFPM’s 2200 filling system includes

systems can help food manufacturers

indexing combined with check weigh

and processors comply with global safety

and reject functions using Siemens’

standards and meet the demands of

PLC and HMI and Mettler Toledo’s

quality and safety-conscious retailers.

scale controller.

The IX-EN series is suitable for manu-

This allows operators to set filling

facturers requiring an affordable but

and weight tolerances knowing the

accurate entry-level inspection solution.

system will continue filling and

The reliable machine balances high

identify any weight variances.

sensitivity with minimal operating costs and offers good return

Also incorporated are a number

on investment for uniform products such as bread, dried fruit,

of design upgrades to facilitate

sliced cheese, yoghurt, pastry and confectionery.

product changeover and improved

The CEIA THS range of metal detection systems can iden-

fill consistency.

tify both magnetic and nonmagnetic metals, including highresistivity stainless steel. The CEIA MS21 multispectrum metal

Australian Filling & Packaging
Machines

detectors use multiple frequencies simultaneously, meaning

www.austfill.com.au

more sensitive metal detection and fewer product effect errors.
CEIA MS21 detectors are designed to accurately differentiate
between product effect and metal contaminants with no need
to reduce sensitivity.
Heat and Control Pty Ltd
www.heatandcontrol.com

Fan-less
control cabinet
PC

Let the
flow begin!
Use a star performer from the VSS cast of
thousands of industrial vibrators to keep your
product flowing, smoothly and consistently.
We can also help with vibrating feeders,
conveyors and compaction tables.

The Advantech UNO-3285C
is a high-performance fanless control cabinet PC. It
is equipped with a 6th generation Intel Core i7-6822EQ
quad-core processor, Intel
QM170 PCH chipset, 6 x USB 3.0, 2 x GigaLAN, 2 x
RS232/422/485, as well as 1 x DVI-I and 1 x HDMI display
interfaces. It is designed to deliver high-performance computing and maximum flexibility for industrial machine automation,
vision and motion control applications. The provision of 2
x internal HDD/SSD bays and up to 5 x expansion slots (2
x PCIe x 8, 2 x PCI, and 1 x iDoor slot) supports a flexible
PCI/PCIe expansion card. The UNO-3285C also features
dual power inputs to ensure stable power supply and the
iDoor technology provides flexible functionality according
to specific application requirements.
With the integration of various iDoor modules, such as
an industrial fieldbus communication, power-over-Ethernet,

Call us on 1800 300 VSS (1800 300 877) or
email sales@vibrationsystems.com.au

COM or digital I/O module, system integrators can extend
or customise the system features to provide purpose-built,
futureproof solutions for diverse machine automation, machine vision and motion control. The system is suitable for
automatic optical inspection in F&B packing applications.
Advantech Australia Pty Ltd
www.advantech.net.au

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL STATES AND NEW ZEALAND
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Enhanced coding quality for lolly manufacturer
A Linx 8900 continuous ink jet (CIJ) printer is
delivering improved all-round coding quality
to French confectionery manufacturer Gida
Confectionery.
The company — which uses the Linx 8900
to print up to three lines, including ‘Use before’
dates, on all its confectionery products —
originally approached Linx France in search
of a more reliable coder after experiencing
technical difficulties with its previous solution.
“Gida’s system was causing them some
problems, and after meeting with the
company, we quickly identified the Linx
8900 as the perfect solution,” explained
Christophe Calet, Technical Sales Manager
at Linx France. “As they needed to find
a solution quickly, we also lent them a
machine while they were waiting for the one
they had ordered.”
The reliability of the Linx 8900 series
printer ensures continual performance and
minimal downtime, and incorporates a
wealth of features that speed up day-to-day
operation and maintenance.
The contactless marking of CIJ is a major
benefit for Gida, allowing the company to print

easily onto a variety of differently shaped
metal and plastic boxes and cartons — and
in whichever direction is most convenient.
In addition, the Linx 8900’s highresolution, colour touchscreen provides
Gida with a simple and accessible user
interface, meaning it can to store multiple
line settings for fast and easy set-up,
while its self-cleaning printhead and IP55
stainless steel enclosure further facilitate
reliable running.
“We’re very happy with our Linx 8900,”
commented Laurent Deybach, Managing
Director of Gida. “It fits easily onto our
production lines, our operators can use
it regardless of their level of training, it
is economical to run and above all, it is
extremely reliable — we haven’t had any
problems at all.
“We also appreciate how Linx lent
us a machine while we were waiting for
the one we bought. This is typical of the
overall service from Linx, which has been
excellent.”
Matthews Australasia Pty Ltd
www.matthews.com.au

Take your brand beyond
®
the box with Zip360
The wide-mouth opening of the Zip360®
resealable pouch, created by a 360-degree
perimeter zipper around the package,
provides easy access to contents. Zip360®
allows for neat in store shelf presence and
convenient home storage – it’s a package as
innovative as the product.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ZIP360

1/77-89 Remington Drive,
Dandenong South, Vic 3175

ph +61 (03) 8795 8299
www.zippak.com
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Automated conveyor technology
Interroll is launching a DC Platform that includes a RollerDrive EC5000 as well as
new controls and power supplies.
This combination of 48 V solutions provides multiple advantages in automated
conveyor technology and makes it possible to embrace the digital world: autonomous
conveyors, predictive maintenance and more.
This new family of products will power, drive and control Interroll’s Modular Conveyor Platform as well.
The UL certified MultiControl, with its user-friendly customer interface, is compatible with almost all PLCs via EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT and PROFINET.
Thanks to an advanced CANopen Bus, the RollerDrive EC5000

Detect and remove
metal contaminants
Eriez is combining its Xtreme metal detec-

is capable of positioning items in a very accurate fash-

tor with ProGrade magnets to maximise the

ion. A signal will provide information on the

amount of metal contaminants that can be

lifetime status of the RollerDrive, thus

detected and removed from products.

allowing to schedule all predictive

The Xtreme metal detector can pick up

maintenance work ahead of time.

small amounts of both ferrous and non-ferrous

Interroll Australia

metal contaminants in sanitary and non-

www.interroll.com

sanitary conditions. The metal detector line
has been optimised to strike a balance between absolute detection of all metal contaminants and the elimination of false signals
that can slow down production.

Stand E200

When combined with ProGrade magnetic
separators, engineered for the removal of

Software for digital sorters

ferrous metal and work-hardened stainless

Key Technology has introduced its enhanced FMAlert software for VERYX digital sort-

steel, the arrangement offers higher product

ers. FMAlert captures and saves time-stamped digital images of foreign material (FM)

yields and maximum protection.

contaminants and can be programmed to immediately alert operators and signal a

Working in conjunction, the Eriez ProGrade

downstream device during critical FM events. The next-generation software annotates

magnets remove the ferrous contamination

each image to pinpoint the FM object detected.

while the Eriez Xtreme Metal Detector fo-

It can be programmed to identify specific, user-defined FM types, or to trigger a smart
alarm to alert the operator or team when critical FM is found. ‘Marks’ are digitally placed

cuses on non-ferrous metals such as aluminium, copper, brass and stainless steel.

on the images to point out each critical FM contaminant. The images are saved on the

Together these products offer protection

VERYX PC and can be downloaded at the sorter via a USB drive or accessed remotely.

against unwanted metals in product or pro-

The digital records help identify FM trends, such as reoccurring FM from a spe-

cess flow, and ensure metal contamination

cific product source, and the documentation provides quality assurance to the pro-

is minimised while maximising final product

cessor and other stakeholders.

quality and purity.

Key Technology Australia Pty Ltd

Eriez Magnetics Pty Ltd

www.key.net

www.eriez.com.au
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Custom-designed wastewater treatment
systems
For many food and beverage manufacturers, installing a wastewater treatment system
can be a daunting task. However, by working with a wastewater company with a
strong track record in the food industry, it can be a seamless and stress-free process.
Aerofloat is an Australian family-owned business that has extensive experience
treating wastewater for a range of food and beverage manufacturers, including small
and large dairies, breweries, and manufacturers of smallgoods, meat and poultry,
and confectionary. Its clients include Norco Foods, Sanitarium, B&E Foods, 4 Pines

Steam and air retorts
Lagarde Autoclaves has developed complete
steam and air retorts solutions for the heat
treatment of foods.
The company carries a full range of retort,
static, rotary, rocking and pilot retorts for
the food and pharma industries. It can
deliver everything from a single retort through
to installation and process validation and
fully automatic turnkey projects. The retorts
can also be integrated into existing lines.
Lagarde Autoclaves

Aerofloat will manage the entire wastewater process in-house. This means users
will work with an expert engineer who will use 3D CAD modelling to design the
wastewater system, and then continue to have access to those engineers during the
installation and ongoing running
of the system. Aerofloat is able
to tackle complex wastewater
problems and has a history of
completing projects on time
and on budget. Its systems are
low maintenance, compact and
odourless.
Aerofloat (Australia) Pty Ltd

www.lagarde-autoclaves.com
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Auger weigher/
VFFS
The Gold Job Mini Auger Weighing
system combined with a vertical
form fill seal system is a three-sided
sealing unit suitable for packing 1
to 50 g of powder-type products.
Product can be packed at speeds
between 40 to 120 packs/min depending on the packing material.
The HMI system allows for quick
changeover for different products
and weights.
Both plain and print registered
film can be used. Optional extras include discharge conveyor
for finished product and screw conveyor for automatic refilling.
Variations of this type of machine for packing liquids or different weight ranges are available.
This machine is part of the extensive range of ERC filling
and sealing systems including linear weighers, multihead systems
and auto production lines that are suitable for small start-ups
to larger companies.
ERC Packaging
www.ercpackaging.com.au

Snack processing systems
Go Stainless1 has available a range of snack processing
equipment including Allan Continuous Fryers and FPS Food
Processing Systems conveyors, seasoning drums, hoppers,
augers, packing lines and automated processing lines.
The company can install and commission full snack
processing systems to meet to Australian Standards.
Allan Continuous Fryers are suitable for frying nuts, peas,
corn, almonds, chips and snacks. The fryers are manufactured in Taiwan to Australian specifications and are fitted
locally with Reillo burners.
Food Processing Systems
www.foodprocessingsystems.com.au
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Continuous ink
jet printer
The Videojet 1860 continuous inkjet printer can
be used for coding and
labelling on production lines.
It is suitable for printing on
flexible films, foils, glass,
bottles, cans, metal parts,
PET plastic bottles and
shrink wrap containers at
medium to high speeds.
The printer’s predictive
capabilities provide up to 8

hours advanced notification of the most common downtime
generating faults under normal operating conditions and the
SIMPLICiTY interface makes operation easy.
An ink build-up sensor provides advance warning of clogging
and EHT trips. And in the event of unplanned interruptions the
optional VideojetConnect Remote Service facilitates recovery in
minutes – minimising the need for on-site service calls.
The printer withstands harsh wash-down environments and the
hygienic design adheres to industry guidelines.
The 1860 integrates with factory systems using standard industry protocols with optional workflow modules.
Productivity is enhanced through efficient solvent usage and
the printhead design whichimproves speed in certain applications.
Advanced Code Assurance reduces operator error and access

Pneumatic automation platform
The Festo Motion Terminal is claimed to be the world’s first
pneumatic automation platform to be controlled by apps. Thanks
to software apps that replace over 50 individual components,
Festo has moved pneumatics into the era of Industry 4.0.
The pneumatic and digital automation platform combines
all the functions necessary to enable more adaptable and
economical production processes and offers a new control
concept, with a fusion of mechanics, electronics and software.
Numerous functions can be combined with the same hardware
using VTEM without the need for any modifications, no additional parts and no arduous installation.
The Festo Motion Terminal combines the benefits of both
electric and pneumatic automation. With the matching Motion
App, users can change functions at the press of a button,
whether for a simple change in the directional control valve
functions, gentle travel in the end positions, energy-efficient
movements or proportional characteristics of the motion
profiles.
This platform combines the strengths of pneumatics such
as robustness and easy commissioning and operation, with
benefits that until now were restricted to servo-pneumatics or
electric automation for complex motion tasks. This means in
the future this development can replace dedicated pneumatic and electric applications.
Festo Pty Ltd
www.festo.com.au

guided, embedded video instruction is available for routine
printer tasks.
Preventive maintenance involves three easy-to-replace SmartCell
components.
MOLENAAR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
www.hgmolenaar.com
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Collaborative robot with
built-in vision
Techman’s TM Robots are fitted with an intelligent
vision system that produces seamless integration
of the vision system with the collaborative robot
hardware and software. The onboard vision system provides functions including totem pairing,
object position, image enhancement mode, barcode identification and
colour differentiation.
These diversified functions have also been
fully integrated in the
control system of the
TM Robot.
In combination with
TM Robot’s lead to
teach and the built-in
intelligent vision system, users can complete pick-and-place
programming in only 5
minutes and a programming background
is not needed to program a TM robot.
With six different cobots in the product line,
ranging from 4 to 14 kg payload and 700 to 1300
mm reach, Techman has a collaborative robot to
suit virtually any cobot task.
As an official TM Robots distributor and integrator partner, Australis Engineering can design and
integrate a cobot solution for specific applications.
Australis Engineering Pty Ltd
www.australiseng.com.au

Smoothwall aluminium trays
Having formed a joint venture, Nicholl Australia, DFC Packaging
and Nicholl Food Packaging UK have available an extensive
range of smoothwall aluminium trays and tray lidding films.
Smoothwall aluminium trays are particularly suited to the
fast-growing, ready-to-cook segment of the market that is
meeting the needs of time-poor consumers.
Nicholl Australia’s range of smoothwall aluminium trays is
ovenable, grillable and suitable for the barbecue. The trays
can also be used safely in microwave ovens. Constructed
from food-grade aluminium, they offer a higher barrier than
plastic-constructed trays and also tolerate higher temperatures.
Aluminium trays are environmentally friendly, being fully recyclable unlike some other packaging options.
Smoothwall trays are suitable for ready-to-cook meals such
as meat, poultry, fish and vegetables. Nicholl Australia also
offers a range of coated smoothwall trays that are suitable
for high-pH foods such as tomato-based foods. The trays
are available in sizes ranging from individual portion to family size.
DFC Packaging Group
www.dfc.com.au
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Kitting out the
commercial kitchen

Moffat Pty Ltd
www.moffat.com.au
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esearch and development with the Metos Manufacturing brand is based upon an understanding of the
customer and their business. Combining this with
more than 90 years of technological experience has
developed a greater understanding of where state of the art
production systems and professional equipment adds value
far beyond a single product.
The Metos Manufacturing range of commercial kettles offers 3 distinctive spectrums of mixing/jacketed and combi
kettles ranging from 40–400 litre capacities. With direct steam
or electrically heated version kettles, Metos Manufacturing
kettles can be configured either as a stand-alone kettle or
be installed as a group. Having a versatile scope of accessories to complement, it provides customised solutions that
delivers the reassurance of serving for the most demanding
of applications, whether it is for a flight kitchen, healthcare
institution, staff canteen and much more.
Combine this range of mixing kettles with the JOM Hot
Fill Dos 2 pumping station will provide a quick and precise
dispensing of liquid and solid food products up to 30 mm in
diameter, depending on the food type. It is suitable for filling
soups, sauces, stews, desserts and mashed potatoes into bags
and containers. The JOM is manufactured in Denmark to meet
the daily requirements of a commercial kitchen environment.
When so much time, effort and care goes into preparing
our food products the least we can do is offer the same
respect when chilling those products, the Friginox range of
blast chillers/freezers does just that. Providing
the flexibility of either soft or hard chilling,
soft or hard freezing and as standard on all
models the energy efficient Self-Adaptive IChilling mode adjusts automatically, removing
any guess work for the chef. With the added
advantage of operator adjustable temperatures,
food can be chilled at the perfect temperature
meeting your product quality and food safety
standards. The control panel is simple to use
with up to 99 user programs at your disposal,
giving you consistency each and every time.
Friginox extended range has a solution for
any commercial kitchen application whether
large or small, it is also a great tool to manage
food costs and minimise food waste.
To understand more about food production
equipment please visit Moffat at Auspack Packaging + Processing 2019 Melbourne Exhibition
& Conference Centre 26th – 29th March 2019
Stand # H014 or simply visit www.moffat.com.au

Removing packing
complexity
When French family business Sabarot Wassner
completed a comprehensive plant enlargement
to meet its increased capacity requirements, it
decided to streamline the production process
by removing packing complexity. The company,
which has specialised in pulses, cereals,
mushrooms, snails and red berries since 1819,
became aware of the advantages of employing
the SchurStar Concept for packing its large range
of products.
“On the occasion of our 200th anniversary we
decided to streamline our production process and
to upgrade our packaging — and perfect unity was
created when we were introduced to the SchurStar
Concept,” said Thomas Morin, Industrial Director
at Sabarot Wassner. “Not only did we simplify
the packing process by introducing pre-made
bags, we also increased production capacity, we
reduced manning and, last but not least, we have updated
and sophisticated the packaging solution for our brands. We
are happy, excited and cannot wait to bring the new packs on
the market.”
The SchurStar Concept ensures maximum flexibility and takes
complexity out of the packing process. The concept consists of

the SchurStar Packaging machine and pre-made SchurStar bags
supplied on a string. The SchurStar Concept has applications
from fresh produce to frozen food, liquids to confectionery and
toys to hygiene, technical and fertiliser products.
Schur Star Systems
www.schur.com
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Robotic pick and place bag depalletiser
A Foodmach Robot Depalletiser replaces manual processes for pallet unloading. Bags
are picked from the pallet by the vision-guided robotic arm using end-of-arm-tools
adapted to the specific product and then placed onto a conveyor for delivery to the
downstream processing equipment.
Robotic depalletising is a safer, more consistent way to unload bags from pallets
— a task that is otherwise a workplace health and safety risk through bag weights,
difficult ergonomics and/or exposure to product and dust. The Foodmach Bag Depalletiser is used in Australian FMCG production lines without interruptions for breaks,
shift changes or meals. It can operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, in a wide variety of hazardous conditions; in compact, flexible floor layout options.
The system uses advanced in-house developed vision technologies to ensure nonuniform bagged products are handled accurately and consistently. It offers gentler,
precise product handling with the ability to scan and validate label to
production SKU requests, eliminating the risk of product contamination. It operates at typical speeds of 6 bags/min and can be
enhanced or upgraded over time with pallet conveyors and/or
stackers, scale weighing systems and product tracking.
All Foodmach robotic equipment comes
with backup support by experienced robotics
technicians.
Foodmach Pty Ltd
www.foodmach.com.au

Energy use
minimisation
SMC’s Energy Saving Customer Journey
starts at the very beginning with the user
objectives. SMC guides the user through
the various points on their machines
which could benefit from energy-saving
components. Sometimes it is as easy as
retrofitting a more efficient product and
this could mean ultimate energy and cost
saving. SMC assists users to calculate
the potential savings at each point. An
energy efficiency calculator is available
online to make this an easy process.
For example, SMC’s ZK2 dual-stage
ejector for increased vacuum flow can
result in a 90% reduction in energy. The
Automatic Leak Detection System (ALDS)
will ensure reduced maintenance and
increased savings. The ALDS system will
run machines through a complete sequence, measuring the air consumption
of each actuator, and confirming that
there are no leaks or identifying any leaks
present.
The AR Regulator series can save up
to 20% in energy by reducing system
pressure. The modular design of the AR
series connects with other SMC air
preparation equipment and it is suitable
across a range of applications.
SMC’s new-generation SY series of
valve manifolds offers a high flow rate
with low power consumption in a compact
design. With the food and beverage
industry in mind and adhering to its
stringent standards, the SY5000 series
also includes a new IP69K manifold which
is suitable for wet areas and can withstand
washdown and cleaning.
SMC Australia | New Zealand
www.smcanz.com
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Print and packaging
solutions
At Star Stuff Group’s All About Packaging division, state-of-the-art print and converting equipment is used to consistently deliver products
to users. All aspects of print and packaging,
including gravure, digital, flexographic, offset,
litho and screen printing, are available. The
company covers large runs, short runs, new
product launches and packaging revamps.

Real-time drive data
German company NORD DRIVESYSTEMS offers solutions for making real-time drive
data available in a cloud environment. Here, all drive axes can be monitored from
anywhere in the world via an internet connection.
Its intelligent drives are claimed to have been thoroughly tested and proven to
perform reliably in a drive network, utilising standard interfaces and components.
AC vector drives and motor starters controlled via Profinet simultaneously transmit live status data in UDP packets, on the same bus line, without affecting
regular control communication.
These cloud-enabled drives send data about their power consumption, speed
and voltage, as well as their status. Tunnelled through a Siemens PLC, all of this
information is transmitted to an IoT gateway and on into the cloud. Status data
can then be analysed for energy profiling, asset management and remote maintenance purposes. Any overload or error states can be visualised.

Star Stuff has delivered packaging solutions
for confectionery, pet food, cereal, liquids,
snack foods, fresh produce, general packaging, seafood and microwave safe and steam
release packaging.
To complete the company’s end-to-end service
there is also available a selection of all-purpose
bags including non-woven bags, header bags,
stock bags, peal n seal bags, hanger bags and
carrier bags; counter and floor-standing displays,
metal tins and folding cartons.
Star Stuff Group
www.starstuffgroup.com.au

In addition, the intelligent drives can also transmit additional application data
into the cloud at any time — for instance, data of connected sensors and actuators. Moreover, other parameters can be derived from available status data, notably current oil temperatures. NORD has successfully validated this in initial tests
and claims such data allows for conclusions about lubricant ageing that can be
used for predictive maintenance.
NORD Drivesystems (Aust) Pty Ltd
www.nord.com
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EtherCAT optimises
horizontal conveyor system
Nick Psahoulias

While developing its new tna roflo 3 horizontal
conveyor, tna Australia, a manufacturer of food
packaging systems, chose to use a Beckhoff
controller to boost system power while streamlining
the architecture. The feeding and distribution system
can be integrated seamlessly into a packaging line
for food products and impresses end users with its
high flexibility and speed of operation.

T

na Australia is one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of turnkey, integrated packaging and processing solutions
for the food industry. The tna horizontal and vibrating
conveyors distribute and transport products such as
snacks, confections, nuts, pasta, fresh produce or pet foods and
feed them to the packaging system. The most recently developed
horizontal conveyor system, the tna roflo 3, is an innovative
solution for the transport and distribution of food products.
“It was specially developed with a view toward simple integration in upstream or downstream seasoning, weighing and
packaging modules, and enables the development of customerspecific solutions. With the tna roflo 3, different products can be
conveyed at the same time on a single line and moved in different directions,” explained Kerryn Ball of tna Packaging Systems.

Perfect control using EtherCAT communication
The tna roflo 3 horizontal conveyor gives the operator complete control over the speed and direction of movement of the
conveyed food products by implementing control commands
virtually in real time. With a view to performance optimisation,
tna’s aim in developing the tna roflo 3 was to implement a
distributed control system with real-time ethernet as the basis
for communication. “Prior to the start tna had considered a
range of communication options. Ultimately EtherCAT was
the only system that is proven to work efficiently on standard
hardware without having to install a processor board especially
for the communication,” Ball stressed.
“Since EtherCAT is an open standard protocol, we were
able to develop our own EtherCAT master for real-time communication with the horizontal distribution system. The
openness of the EtherCAT platform also gives us the option
to use devices from different vendors. That offers both us and
our customers valuable flexibility,” Ball said.

Simplified cabling, lean control structure
tna has now installed EtherCAT into all non-standalone tna
roflo 3 systems worldwide. Currently, the most extensive
42
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system of this type is located in France: 21 servo axes for
three production lines are controlled by just one computer.
There are further large-scale installations in Korea, with 18
axes, and in Mexico, with 19 axes. A single communication
network can be used for several tna roflo 3 systems.
The connection to the field level takes place via the EK1100
EtherCAT Coupler. Digital inputs such as level sensors and all
universal inputs are connected via standard input terminals.
Air-operated doors, warning lamps etc are connected to the
digital output terminals. The EK1122 branch terminals increase
the topology options of the EtherCAT network in the case of
larger systems for which a star topology is suitable.

Highlights of the EtherCAT solution
In the example of the system installed in France, 21 tna roflo modules make up a distribution system that is perfectly
tailored to the needs of the customer’s application. A single
tna ‘switcheroo’ or ‘lifteroo’ feed line — a mechanism that
separates, tilts and turns the tna roflo pans — is able to
distribute three different products from the processing line
to the waiting packaging machines. This innovative function
changes the way in which processing lines are interconnected
and enables the simultaneous movement of products in several
directions on a single packaging line.
“Previously we needed three conventional feed lines for
this — with the corresponding costs and space requirements.
With the EtherCAT-based controller, the 21 servo axes distributed throughout the entire factory are controlled by just
one powerful computer,” said Ball, outlining the advantages.
“Thanks to EtherCAT we can build and test the tna roflo
modules at our production site. All cables are located in the
roflo modules; in addition, information is exchanged over
the network so that no ‘spaghetti cabling’ is created and the
system can be designed very simply,” Ball explained.
Beckhoff Automation Pty Ltd
www.beckhoff.com
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Ultraviolet sterilisation
Dinies Technologies designs and manufactures UV disinfection systems for a number of industries, including the
food industry.
The company’s UV tunnels allow users to sterilise products before they enter

Colloid mills

critical hygiene areas,

The Waukesha Cherry-Burrell Colloid Mill allows processing of a wide

as well as utensils, cans

range of product viscosities, limited only by 10-bar inlet pressure.

and lids. The tunnels

Higher viscosity products are processed at lower flow rates to stay

are particularly suited

within the pressure limit.

to the dairy and infant

The colloid mills are suitable for processing salad dressing, mayonnaise and tomato-based sauces, personal care products such as

formula industries.
Dinies also claims its
UV tunnels can also

lotions and creams, and for homogenising liquid egg.
Waukesha colloid mills are claimed to provide up to 50% more flow
rate with less heat than other mills. They are easy to adjust, disas-

extend the shelf life of fruit and vegetables as its ultraviolet
systems maintain product integrity.
The UV-sanitising tunnels are designed for 360° UV dis-

semble and may be adjusted while operating.
The WCB colloid mill has sanitary design for processing food and

infection: the products are transported on a stainless steel

pharmaceutical products. Its design provides longer bearing and seal

grid belt, so the UV lamps below the belt can sanitise the

life and quieter operation. Flow rates range from 1250 to 6250 L/h.

goods from the bottom side.

Superior Pump Technologies

Dinies Technologies

www.sptaust.com.au

www.dinies.com/
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Sustainable, compostable and recyclable
packaging solutions
Sirane Australia is launching Earth Packaging, a range of sustainable, compostable and
recyclable packaging solutions in the Australia.
The UK company specialises in absorbency, ovenable and microwaveable materials,
shelf-life extension, microwave susceptor and protective food packaging. Its range also
includes plastic-free packaging, and a wide range of bags, pouches and films.
Sirane’s plastic-free packaging Earthpouch, which won the Resource Efficient Pack of
the Year category at the UK Packaging Awards and a Green Apple Environment Award,
is the cornerstone of the Earth Packaging range.
All of the products in the range of packaging solutions are all either compostable,
sustainable or 100% recyclable. The range includes absorbent pads, bags, pouches and
packaging films, as well as non-food packaging items such as compostable plant pots.
Other Sirane food packaging solutions includes the Dri-Fresh range of absorbent packaging, including standard absorbent pads,
odour-absorbent pads, cushioned pads and ovenable pads that are suitable for meat, seafood, fruit and more.
Sirane’s Sira-Cook range includes steam-cooking bags, BBQ and oven bags and nylon roasting-bag materials, with options including stand-up bags, self-seal and heat-seal.
Sira-Crisp susceptor-based packaging is suitable for crisping food in a microwave, Tuff-Hold boneguard, Sira-Flex papers and films
for shelf-life extension, and Sira-Form for better food product presentation.
Sirane Ltd
www.sirane.com

Stand G085
Single-arm cobot
ABB has developed a single-arm YuMi to expand
its collaborative robot range.
The single-arm YuMi is compact and lightweight
(9.5 kg) and supports mounting in any direction
including ceiling, table and wall mounting for rapid
and flexible installation to fit into existing production lines. The
ultralight magnesium arm rotates on seven axes to mimic humanlike movements with greater agility than 6-axis robots. With its 500
g rated payload, the robot was specifically designed to meet the
flexible production needs required by the food industry and small
and medium enterprises.
Single-arm YuMi also features the same lead-through programming
as the dual-arm YuMi, meaning workers can teach the robot motions
and positions easily and quickly, greatly simplifying robot programming. Combining this simplicity with the robot’s deployment flexibility, it will help manufacturers in many industries to offset shortages
of skilled workers and help reduce entry barriers for new potential
robot users, particularly small and medium enterprises.
The YuMi range of robots can be combined in numerous configurations. For example, a single-arm YuMi can be used to feed
parts to a dual-arm YuMi to increase flexibility, or added as an
extra arm for more complex tasks requiring more than two robot
arms.
ABB Australia Pty Ltd
www.abbaustralia.com.au
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Robotic solution for garlic bread palletising
Fibre King is working with Australian Garlic Bread Co to
implement a robotic palletising solution.
The system handles 14 SKUs, running five at a time. Though
the space is challenging, the palletiser has a tight footprint
and is delivering benefits for AGB, says Fibre King CEO James
Windsor.
“Our robotic solution was ideal in meeting AGB’s
production requirements,” said Windsor. “We are pleased to
be delivering a packaging system that integrates well with
existing machinery as well as providing flexibility for product
changes in the future.”
Fibre King can provide compact systems within small
facilities, and offers robotic solutions that are flexible, compact,
economical and capable of multitasking, says Windsor.
“As experience-led engineers, we get very excited about
providing facilities with smart, simple solutions from complex
production requirements. The fun lies within designing a
production line that has to do a lot of things within a small
space, while meeting productivity targets,” he said.
“We are always up for the challenge to push the boundaries
in order to maximise a facility’s production capacity.”
The company supplies software as well as hardware, which
has been embraced by companies such as AGB and Nestlé.

“Any application that provides the user the ability to
customise production outputs and fix errors with ease is valued
within high volume production facilities,” said Windsor. “We
use the best technology available and if we can’t find a solution
in the market, then we develop our own.”
Fibre King Pty Ltd
www.fibreking.com

The Smart Way into the
Future of Material Handling
Interroll is launching a brand-new DC Platform: RollerDrive EC5000, MultiControl and
Power Supplies. This combination of 48V solutions is a step into the digital world.
Different power levels for different applications: 20W, 35W or 50W.
Extremely accurate positioning thanks to an advanced CANopen Bus.
Easy maintenance thanks to a signal providing information on the lifetime status of the RollerDrive.

interroll.com.au
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Stand G100

Stand D242

Stretch-blow
moulding,
filling and
capping system

Filling machines
Japanese liquid packaging specialist Taisei Lamick is experienced in filling food and cosmetics into both sachets and
flexible films.
Its Dangan high-speed, single-lane sachet filler, automatic

Italian packaging equipment

liquid fill machines have been designed for liquids and pastes.

manufacturer SMI’s ultra-

The fillers feature high productivity, stability and ease of

compact Ecobloc K Ergon

operation. Taisei Lamick claims the throughput of its Dangan

combi system is an integrated

fillers is up to four times the speed of conventional machines.

stretch-blow moulding, filling

The fillers are also claimed to be easy

and capping combi system with output of up to 8800 bottles/h.

to set up, maintain and clean, and

Billed as the most compact combi in the world, SMI

enabled a reduction in film waste.

claims that this solution is suitable even for those who do

The Dangan systems continuously fill

not have large plants and that it offers many advantages,

pouches without stopping the liquid flow

including easy management and control of the production

between each seal; pouches are almost

cycle, high-technology automation and control system,

completely filled with very little air so

environment care, TCO reduction and a good quality-to-

the pouches can hold more liquid than

price ratio.

those with higher air contents.

The machine’s automation system is also compatible

Taisei Lamick

with Industry 4.0 and Internet of Things architectures.

www.lamick.co.jp/en/

SMI Group
www.smigroup.it/

Stand C080
Introducing the

Rapid Sanitation System

Superior sensitivity leaves
food residue and
microorganisms with no
place to hide!

Inline digital printers
Limitronic inline digital printers have been designed to enable
on-demand customisation of packaging. The Limitronic range
prints in CMYK at 360 dpi, at speeds up to 50 m/min. The
printers allow variable printing for branding and customisation

Results in 10 seconds!

without the need for labels.

ATP is the universal energy molecule found
in organic residues such as microorganisms, food residues and biofilm. Overtime
ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP and AMP by
metabolic processes, heat treatment, or
under acidic or alkaline conditions.

The range of inline digital printers enables users to create
customised printing solutions that are produced on site and on
demand. They also offer a sustainable alternative to plastic labelling on cartons.
Applications include the FMCG, retail, beverage, protein, fresh

Whilst conventional rapid hygiene systems test for ATP alone the
LuciPacA3 patented system detects all three adenylates ATP + ADP + AMP
(A3). This results in higher sensitivity and better indicator of sanitation.

LuciPac A3 – Better Detection = Better Protection
Email: sales@fmcgis.com.au
Phone: 1300 628 104 or (02) 9540 2288
www.fmcgis.com.au
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produce and industrial sectors. The range frees up storage space
by removing the need for pre-printed cartons to be stocked on
site; security and traceability are also key capabilities.
The inline digital solutions enable the printing of QR codes
onto cartons, allowing the authenticity of products to be verified.
Orora Packaging Australia Pty Ltd
www.ororagroup.com
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Pick-and-place casepacker
The Case Packing Systems model CLP is a flexible, compact
and simple-to-use pick-and-place casepacking machine. The
system loads products into plastic crates, corrugated cases or
open-top trays (with or without stacking shoulders) automatically.
As product buffering does not take place the CLP is suitable to
handle a large variety of different products which can be rigid,
semi-rigid or flexible.
The infeed system is capable of turning or not turning products,
which offers a huge variety of packing patterns and the best
footprint utilisation for fixed plastic crates or open-top trays.
Because the process is of a continuous motion principle, line
pressure is at an absolute minimum and layers are basically
formed on the run before moving to the pick-up station.
Before vacuum is applied, programmable side compactors
lightly compress the product group to ensure they are inside the
internal dimensions of the final outer packaging. This feature
provides some benefits to be able to overlap lipped-type products and pack extremely tight internal packaging tolerances.
The pick-up head gently grasps the complete layer of products
(and in most cases is not lifted), as the retracting conveyor
under the product opens and the head places a complete layer
of products in the case, crate or tray. Placing the products in
the case only involves a downward movement, which is more
like controlled gravity as the product is not lifted. The standard
machine is programmable to handle single- or multiple-layer
packing formats at a speed of 30 layers/min. Layer pad insertion
and articulating vacuum heads are optional features.
The CLP offers fully automatic changeovers between different
products and packing formats, via the touch screen (vacuum
heads clip, plug and play). The Windows 10-based program
makes it user friendly for operators.
Other features include a top-level diagnostic system for faults
and production reporting, stainless steel fabrication and high
levels of efficiency and speed.
The CLP is suitable for use with poultry meats and value-add
products, fresh fish, value-added seafoods, fresh and frozen
ready meals, fresh fruits and vegetables, bakery, dairy, convenience foods, dried fruit and nuts, and more. Pack formats
include MAP VSP and overwrapped trays, vacuum packs, flowwrapped packs, punnets, clam shells, tubs, inner cartons and
larger flexible bags.
CPS Australia
www.casepacker.com
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State-of-the-art factory overcomes tainted infant
formula crisis
Synutra International is a leading
infant milk formula company in
China. It principally produces,
markets and sells its products
through its operating subsidiaries
under the Shengyuan or Synutra
name, together with other
complementary brands. As of June
2016, Synutra International had 910
independent distributors and over
280 independent sub-distributors in
its network, selling to approximately
26,500 retail outlets.
At its factory in Carhaix-Plouguer,
France, Synutra employs 300 people
and produces up to 120,000 metric
tons of infant milk formula per year.
The company is located right in the
heart of Brittany, which is renowned
for its dairy production. “Everything
is manufactured here on site at
Carhaix, with complete traceability
from start to finish,” said François
Musellec, the Industrial Manager
for Synutra France.
The company chose to construct its plant in France because
it believed that the high-quality products manufactured in its
French facility would attract more customers, elevate sales and
bring significant benefits both in terms of operating efficiency
and brand image.
The French Synutra factory has a mixing and canning
capacity for powdered formula products of 60,000 tons per
year and complies with both the EU and China’s manufacturing
standards. Now outfitted with the most hygienic bagging
equipment possible in a new dairy production facility, Synutra
International is set to leave the melamine-tainted baby formula
crisis which resulted in wide-scale distrust of Chinese baby
formula behind it for good.
Because of the melamine crisis, Synutra needed a production
line that placed hygiene and public safety standards above all
else: only advertising that the baby formula was produced in
France would not be enough.
“The hygiene aspect, among others, is crucial for us.
Therefore, the main criterion that we stipulated was the
absence of hollow bodies,” Musellec explained.
The parent company spent four years planning the new
factory in France. This process included establishing new
contracts for milk and whey supply and searching for a machine
capable of packing 40 x 25 kg bags of infant milk formula hourly.
“The technical aspect was sorted out fairly quickly. What
we really wanted was for it to work,” Musellec said. Premier
Tech Chronos came highly recommended: “We were persuaded
there wouldn’t be any worries with Chronos and we haven’t
regretted this decision.”

Continuous cycles without a buffer silo
Synutra France has two drying cycles: one 6-ton and one 8-ton.
In addition, the factory has no buffer silo.
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“Therefore, when the cycle
turns, the powder absolutely
must be bagged, whether that’s
in big bags or in small bags, and
it is actually always a challenge
because these drying cycles must
not be stopped,” said Isabelle
Bervas, a packaging supervisor
at the factory. Only one technical
issue, such as a density problem
or agglutination in the funnels,
needs to occur to interrupt the
process.
Because of this set-up, Synutra
France was on the lookout for a
machine that could meet these
requirements but, if needed, be
restarted quickly.

Exact dosing required
To keep costs down, Synutra
France also needed a system that
measured exactly to 25 kg. To
solve that need, Premier Tech
Chronos installed a two-step
bagging process. The first filling
station fills the bag to only ¾ full to avoid overflow. The bag
is then weighed, and a second filling station fills it to 25 kg
exactly. Not more. Not less.
To reduce the amount of residual oxygen in the bag, the
company’s machinery uses thermo welds, which help to
better preserve the product after bagging. The product is then
palletised on a Premier Tech Chronos CPL compact palletiser
and wrapped using a stretch hooder.
The hooder is especially suited for baby formula bags
because it pulls the packaging film over the pallet instead of
wrapping it all around, thereby protecting the product from
anything that might leak through and spoil it, such as rain.
Perfectly packed and tightly sealed, the product can now
be shipped as far as China. Musellec explained: “We believe
that it is very well adapted to our way of delivering products
up to 10,000 km away. It allows us to load the pallets into
containers with quick-loading systems on slip sheets and all
that, while minimising the number of operators, so to speak.”

Training
Synutra France produces a variety of products. This requires
different parameters for different products and therefore a lot
of training. Raphaël Marson, a packaging specialist, spent three
days in training with two Chronos representatives. “Given
everything that I was shown, it’s perfect,” he said.
The upgraded machinery met Bervas’s expectations. “I
find that this machine is very reliable compared to our other
installations that do not make 25 kg bags,” she said. Marson
agreed: “It’s a super machine, I get a kick out of that machine
— it’s very pleasant to work with and easy to use.”
Kockums Bulk Systems — a Premier Tech Company
www.kockumsbulk.com.au
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Dosing
technology

Food and beverage leak detection system

HAVER & BOECK-

at every level, Emerson has introduced the Rosemount CT4215 Food and

ER Australia has

Beverage Leak Detection system. The CT4215 is a quantum cascade laser/

released Roto-Lock

tunable diode laser (QCL/TDL) continuous inline detection system designed

— a dosing technol-

to help assure quality and safety, maximise production volume and decrease

ogy for the filling of

product waste for food and beverage products.

valve bags.

To ensure industry demand for food and beverage package seal integrity

The Rosemount CT4215 tests the seal and integrity of every bottle or

The Roto-Lock’s maintenance-free dosing, clean

package on a production line, detecting leaks at a sensitivity as low as

filling process and longer lasting components means

0.3 mm and automatically rejecting any defective bottle or package without

higher production yields and greater profits due to

slowing down production.

reduced product loss and downtime. Less cleaning

This is in contrast to the

and fewer spare parts also reduce costs.

traditional practice of test-

The system does not require any adjustments or

ing occasional grab sam-

readjustments to the dosing unit once installed, and

ples, which can leave a

creates a completely closed filling channel.

manufacturer vulnerable to

The Roto-Lock dosing unit is standard with all new

low quality, unsafe food or

Roto-Packer, Integra and Elementra packing machines

beverages, reduced profit-

for the packing of dry, bulk materials and can be

ability and damaged rep-

retrofitted to existing equipment.

utation.

HAVER & BOECKER Australia

Emerson Automation Solutions

www.haveraustralia.com.au

www.emerson.com/en-au/automation-solutions
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If you are
wanting more…
What’s New in Food Technology & Manufacturing, along with its website,
www.FoodProcessing.com.au, is the only trans-Tasman information
source for food and beverage processors.

C

overing F&B news related to everything from on-farm processing to
delivery to retail, the bimonthly
magazine is complemented by
three eNewsletters each week and is the
easy way to find out what is going on in
the wider food and beverage and largescale catering processing industries. The
magazine, website and eNewsletters all
contain quick grabs of information about
what new equipment is coming onto the
market, what new technologies are being
adopted (and by whom), what the latest
research is showing and more.
The print and/or digital magazine and
eNewsletters are completely free for those
working in the F&B industry.
To start your free subscription, go online
to www.foodprocessing.com.au and register.
If you are a supplier to the F&B industry
you can also register to get our products. You
are also welcome to send in press releases
about new products and services you are
introducing to Australian and New Zealand
processors. If you do something particularly
nifty you are also welcome to send in a
case study for consideration for inclusion.
Emails including text and highresolution images should be sent to
wnift@wfmedia.com.au.

Westwick-Farrow Media
A.B.N. 22 152 305 336
www.wfmedia.com.au
Head Office
Cnr. Fox Valley Road & Kiogle Street,
(Locked Bag 1289) Wahroonga NSW 2076
Ph: +61 2 9487 2700 Fax: +61 2 9489 1265
Editor: Janette Woodhouse
wnift@wfmedia.com.au
Assistant Editor: Nichola Murphy
Publishing Director/MD: Geoff Hird
Art Director/Production Manager: Julie Wright
Art/Production: Colleen Sam, Wendy Blume
Circulation: Dianna Alberry, Sue Lavery
circulation@wfmedia.com.au
Copy Control: Mitchie Mullins
copy@wfmedia.com.au
Advertising Sales Manager
Kerrie Robinson
Ph: 0400 886 311
krobinson@wfmedia.com.au
Nikki Edwards
Ph: 0431 107 407
nedwards@wfmedia.com.au
If you have any queries regarding our privacy policy
please email privacy@wfmedia.com.au

Subscriptions for unregistered readers
- price on application

March 2018 total CAB audited circulation (Aust + NZ):
6,748 readers (95% personally requested)

Printed and bound by SOS Print + Media
Print Post Approved PP100007395
ISSN No. 1039-8414

NOTICE:
All material published in this magazine is published in good faith and every care
is taken to accurately relay information provided to us. Readers are advised by the
publishers to ensure that all necessary safety devices and precautions are installed and
safe working procedures adopted before the use of any equipment found or purchased
through the information we provide. Further, all performance criteria was provided
by the representative company concerned and any dispute should be referred to them.
Information indicating that products are made in Australia or New Zealand is supplied
by the source company. Westwick-Farrow Pty Ltd does not quantify the amount of
local content or the accuracy of the statement made by the source.
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Vacuum skin packaging
SKINFRESH packs made on MECAPACK thermoformers
and tray sealers are suitable for premium products in the
meat, poultry, fish, seafood, ready meals and dairy sectors.
The packs envelop the product like an outer skin with the
top film forming around the whole product and gently but
firmly holding it in place on the tray. The film is sealed over
the whole tray area, not just on the sealing edges. When
the tray is vacuum packed, the film sits tightly against the
product.
It offers: better presentation of the product; products can
be presented vertically on shelves; longer shelf life;
products retain moisture and no liquid is in the packs,
removing the need for soaker pads; maturation in packs or
red meats; easy-peel corner opening tabs can be included
in the pack design; and microwave reheating is possible
without holes or valves in the pack.
It can be used on standard thermoformers and tray sealers
which can also work with standard sealing and MAP
operation, there is no need for a specialised machine, and
there is a quick-change format on all machines between
sealing processes with MECAPACK ERGONOMICS kits.

